
I don't know how much of the course structure was the teacher's fault. I was able to speak to the teacher at the half way point, but I was expecting far more
interaction and the ability to learn from great teachers and not learn from great textbooks. I will be very cautious moving forward with the program if all courses
are laid out like this. If they are, I'll need to know that ahead of time before I decide to continue.

Taylor

hard to truly evaluate since there was little opportunity for interaction without any lectures, but readings were very well selected and assignments were also
good.

Taylor

The instructor should definitely reduce the number of books required for the class. I also think that some assignments were given unnecessary more weight in
grade distribution such as the press release. Most of the assignments in this class range between 6 to 12 pages and are usually worth 10 points. However, a one
page press release was given the same weight of a 6 to 10 page paper. In my opinion, there's no way that a one page press release should be given that much
weight considering the difficulty is considerably less.

Taylor

Question: Suggest specific changes that the faculty member could make to improve the course, and comment on positive aspects that should be continued

This course was a bit of a disappointment. I was expecting lecture materials but my only interactions with the instructor were my graded assignments. It was
very disappointing to spend the money associated with the course only to find that I had to find upwards of 10 additional books to complete the course, buying
or renting as I go along. I could have just as easily found best political textbooks and had the same effect.

Overall I thought the course was great. The only commentary I would have in addition would be to be more forthright about the level of reading required for the
course before signing up for it.

The instructive is very knowledgeable about the subject area. His grading is very fair. I would definitely take another class with him in the future.

Question: Additional comments

I would have liked more example campaign plans; I felt like I was copying too much off of the sample campaign plan used in the course. Additionally, the
amount of reading was a lot - which could be good - however seemed incongruous with what was required in each assignment.

Lectures would be nice, video recordings of the instructor talking about the topic of the week would have made the course feel more like a course and not like I
paid 650 bucks to spend 200 more dollars and read books.

A lecture or two would be very helpful

First, I'll have the group engage each more. The group was only given one opportunity to work with each other. At times it felt as if I were taking this course
alone. Second, I would cut back on some of the books that are required for the class. A lot of the reading is repetitive.

Question: Course changes

The assignments were easy to submit.

The assignments each week were extremely practical. None of the work seemed like busy work.

The course was very well organized and the material was presented comprehensively

Question: Effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor

Summer 2015, SpecProgrms CPMG1-CE9001 MANAGING POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS Section 1
Instructor: Taylor, Travis (Primary)

NYU School of Professional Studies (SPS)

There were: 12 possible respondents.

25%25%25%0%0%25%0%0%5.350%4
Overall evaluation of  instructor
(Taylor)

14

No OpinionExcellent 7Very Good 65Neutral 43Poor 2Very Poor 1

0%25%50%0%0%0%25%0%5.275%4Motivated me to learn (Taylor)13

0%25%25%50%0%0%0%0%5.850%4Communicated well (Taylor)12

0%75%0%25%0%0%0%0%6.575%4Was well prepared (Taylor)11

No OpinStr Agree 7Agree 6Swt Agree 5Neutral 4Swt Disagr 3Disagree 2Str Disagr 1

75%25%0.875%4Course required7

Yes 1No 0

75%25%0%0%0%0%4Grade expected6

ABCDF

0%25%50%0%0%0%25%0%5.275%4Overall evaluation of course5

No OpinionExcellent 7Very Good 65Neutral 43Poor 2Very Poor 1

0%75%25%0%0%0%0%0%6.8100%4Course relevant to my program4

0%25%25%25%0%0%25%0%550%4Course met my learning expectations3

0%25%50%25%0%0%0%0%675%4Course was challenging2

0%50%0%0%0%25%0%25%4.550%4Course was well organized1

No OpinStr Agree 7Agree 6Swt Agree 5Neutral 4Swt Disagr 3Disagree 2Str Disagr 1AvgTop TwoNQuestion Text
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Nothing comes to mind other than more examples of campaign plans or related documentation which are not academic readings.Taylor
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